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Wikipedia. org my hero academia

Wikipedia list articles and a couple of protagonists from my hero academia. From left to right: Teniya Intenium Iya, Ochako Urabiti Uraka, Izuku Deku Midoriya, Katsuki Katsuki Katsuchin Bakugo and Todoki Shoto. The My Hero Ademia manga and anime series showcases a vast world with a variety of characters created by Kohei Horikoshi. The series opens in a fictional world
where more than 80% of the earth's population now has some kind of super-man capability, and the emergence of these abilities creates a kind of super-personal abilities that create not only professional heroes but also the threat of villains. U.A. High School Student 1st Grader Midoriya Izuku (緑 Ku, Midoriya Izuku) / Teku (Teku) Voice: Daiki Yamashita (Anime and Bomic),
Akeno Watanave (Anime; Young), Yuna Taniaguchi (Young) Justin Briner, Lara Woodhull (Young)[2] (English) The main character in the series. After being so sweet about trying to save Bakugo from the villains, Izcu was chosen by All Mighty to become the ninth holder of 'One For All', a disadvantage that can be passed on among others who stockpile your stamina and release it
in powerful bursts. Eventually, Izuku becomes the first user to specify that One for All contains the shortcomings of previous users. [3] Batugo Katsuki Katsuki (豪, Katsuki Bakugo) Voice: Nobuhiko Okamoto (animation),[4] Yuichiro Umehara (Bomic) (Japanese) Clifford Chaffin, Kate Oxley (young)[2] Katsuki was a childhood friend of Izuku and transformed into an arch rival and
classmate in class 1-A. Despite harassing Izuku in the past, he grew up to take care of the well-being of the series AutumnKu. [5] He owns The Quirk Blast (破, Bakuha), which gives properties like his sweat nitroglycerin and he can explode at will. Ochako uraka (麗 tea, Uraca Oka) / Urabiti (Rabiti, Urabiti) Voice: Ayane Sakura [4] (Japanese); Lucy Christian[2] A girl who can make
her weightless even if Cronk zero gravity (zero gravity) touched all five fingers. She harbors romantic feelings for Izuku, but temporarily put her feelings aside and concentrates on her heroic work. [6] Iida Teniya (飯哉, Iida Tenya) / Intenium (Inionichi, Inenium) Voice: Kaito Ishikawa[4] (Japanese); J. Michael Tatum[2] (English) His shortcoming is that a serious class representative
of the engine (Essen, engine) gives him super speed over the jet engine on his legs. After his older brother Cisseci is forced to retire after being seriously injured by Stein, Teniya decides to take up his brother's hero name. [7] Totoroki Choto (轟凍, Shorto) voiced: Yuki Kazi[8] (Japanese) David Matranga, Michaela Krantz (young)[2] (English) 1-A class 半半燃 students. He is
Endeavour's youngest child. Eijiro Ryrishima (鋭児, Eijiro Kirishima) / Red Riot (Dredo Raioto) Voice: Toshiki Masida [9] (Japanese); Justin Cook (2] is a first-class student who is able to solidify his body with that unusual hardening (coka). He looks at his fellow heroes, Ashdo Mina and Midoriya Izuku, and suffers from confidence problems. [10] Tsuiyu Asui (梅, Asuitsuyu) / Propi
(Yuki Oi[4] (Japanese) Monica Rial[2] Girl in Class 1-A. Her unusual frog (Kaeru) offers enhanced swimming and jumping, wall-obsessed and climbing skills, and long prehensile tongue-like abilities; Momo Yayorose (中万 Momoyayozu Momo) / Creati (Kurieriti) Voice: Marina Inouye [4] (Japanese); Colin Cleankenbeard[2] (English) 1-A student, His disadvantages are creation (創,
sozo), which gives him the ability to create nonbiological objects from lipids stored in the body as long as he knows the molecular structure; mineraru mineta (実 峰manata mineru) / Grape juice (Guraj, Kuripu) Voice: Ryo Hirohashi (4] Brina Palencia[2] ] (English) His unusual pop-off (,Mogimogi) is a boy who grows many small, high glue balls on his head that he can remove and
use as a weapon. , Tiden) is a boy who can emit electricity at a cost that he absorbs and causes his brain to short circuit. Voice of ⽿Jiro, Giro Ka) / Earphone Jack (Lee Sun-ja, Iihun Jakku): Gay Shindo[8] (Japanese); Trina Nishimura[2] (English); Chris Costanza (singing, two languages) A first-class girl with a dark earphone jack (Iihun Jacqueku) painted with a very long earlobe
plugged into an object to hear a sound or a Burke earphone jack (Iihun Jacqueku) who could deliver his heartbeat. During the U.S. School Festival, Kyoka was the lead singer of first-grade A performances. [11] Tokoyami Tomikaji (常闇 踏陰, Tokoyami Fujikeji) / Tsukuyomi (Tsukuyomi) voiced: Yoshimasa Hosoya (4] (Japanese) Josh Grel [2] Raven-haired student of 1-A影 Burke
Dark Shadow (影, 影, Taku Chardo) controls perceptual shadows that become more powerful in the dark; Ashido Mina (芦, Asido Mina) / Pinky (Pienteki, Pinky) Voice: Eri Kitamura [8] (Japanese); Caitlin Yuri[2] A girl of grades 1-酸 A acid) to excrete acidic liquid from her body; at middle school, she kicked out a huge villain who threatened her friend, and Eijiro Kirishima stood in
fear. [12] Aoyama Oil (優雅, Ao Oil PriceYama) / Twinkling (Kirakira Ga Tomerareraillo) Voice: Kosuke Guwano[8] (Japanese); Joel McDonald[2] That Burke belly laser (Neviru Raja) can fire him boy explosion from the navel. He feels that his kinship with Izuku is due to the shortcomings of causing physical injury. [13] George (障蔵, Mezzoji) / Tentacol (Tenantakor, Tentakoru)
Voice: Masakazu Nishida[8] (Japanese); Ian Sinclair (2) A student whose burke dupley-arms (複腕, Fukuseiwan) can grow individual body organs at the end of four cobwebs growing on his shoulders. Hanta Vertical (瀬呂 範, Vertical Hanta) / Cellopan (Vertical Hanta) / Cellopan (Vertical, Vertical) Voice: Kiyotaka Hurushima [14] (Japanese); Christopher Bevins[2] a boy whose
quark tape (Tef, Týpu) can shoot cellofan tape from the same elbow as a tape dispenser. Mishirao Ozzyro (尾 猿, Mishirao Ozyrou) / Tailman (Tirmite, Teiruman) Voice: Kosuke Miyashi[14] (Japanese); Mike McFarland[2] A student given a thick 尻尾 tail by Burke Tail (尻尾, Chapo). Goji 甲 (甲, Goda) / Voice of Anima (Anima): Takuma Nagatsuka (Japanese) Gregg Ayres (English)
A student with the unusual aniboys (Ikimono Boysu) can talk to animals. Toru Hagakure (隠, Hagakure Toru) / Invisible Girl (Inanzar, Invijiburu Powder) Voice: Kazuka Kaori[14] (Japanese); Felecia Angelle[2] (English) Students in grades 1-A are given the ability to refract light and make the entire body invisible with unusual transparency (Tomeika). [15] Rykido Sato / Sugarman
Voice: Toru Nara[14] (Japanese); Cris George[2] A student whose sugar rush has improved strength but poor cognitive abilities whenever sugar is consumed. Class 1-B student Nito Monoma (寧, Monomanito) / Phantom Thief (Pantomime Shýfu) Voice: Gohei Amasaki (Japanese); Austin Tindle (English) is a student who can use its unusual copy (nosepi, noseie) to disadvantage
him after temporarily touching the user. For unknown reasons, he harbors an intense dislike of Class 1-A. [16] Kendo Itsuka (拳佳, Itsuka) / Combat Fist (Bartrtst, Pisuto Bartoru) Voice: Saki Ogasawara (Japanese);; Jad Saxton (English) class representative of Class 1-B of his unusual big fist (拳, Daiken) can help Itsuka enlarge her fist. Shiozaki Ibara (茨) / Vine (Miho Masaka)
voices. Bryn Aphrill (English) is a girl who can grow vines from her head that Kirk Vines (Tr., Tsuru) Ibara can expand and use in battle. Tetsutetsu Tetsutetsu (徹鐵, Tetsutetsu Tetsutetsu) / Voice of Real Steel (Koji Okino): Koji Okino (Japanese) David Wald (English) Burke Steele (Ster, Sutir) is a student whose skin can be temporarily turned into steel by Tetztetsu. Honoki
Foundry (⾻抜 柔, Honoki Casting) / Mudman (Madoman, Madoman) Voice: Atsusi Imaruoka (Japanese) Dallas Reed (English) His Burke Softening (柔, Yawaraka) A boy who can soften everything he touches. Niringeki Shoda (庄連撃, Shoda Nirengeki) / Mine (Mines, Mars) Voice: Cafe (Japanese); Dallas Reed (English) the boy who allowed him to have that unusual twin shock
(Yenyenckt, Tsuin Inpakuto), at the site of the initial shock, could make a second impact. Yosetsu Ayuse (泡瀬 洋) / Welder (Yoshitsugu Matsuoka) voices. Orion Fitz (English) Burke Weld (接, Yosesu) is a boy who can physically connect everything he comes into contact with. Gosei Tsuburaba Voice: Jun Fukuyama (Japanese); Aaron Dismuke (English) Crook Solid Air (凝固,
Cookie Goiko) is a boy who can firmly hold the air to a wall or platform. Sen Kaibara (旋, Kaibara Sen/ Spiral (Spira, Soupiraru) Voices: Tomoaki Maeno (Japanese) Ian Fergunsson (Season 2), Matt Shipman (Season 3-Present) (English) Burke Zaite (旋, 旋, Students who can rotate parts of their bodies at very high speeds, just as Senkai does in training 固次 凡. A boy who can
excrete glue-like liquid from seven eye holes on his head like an adhesive dispenser 柳. A 宍 獣 girl who gives her the ability to telekinetically manipulate objects around her. , Bisuto) is a student who gives him the ability to turn into a monster beast. Shihai Kuroyro (Kuroro Shihai) / Banta Black (Kantak, Ventaburaku) Voice: Sgita Tomokazu (Japanese) Kaiji Tang (English) A boy
who gives the ability to control unusual black (Kuro) combined in black. Yui Kodyi (唯, Yui Koddyi) / Rules (Ur, Luru) Voice: Yurian Eve (Japanese); Madeleine Morris Kirk size (size, size) can change the size of an interactive object. Hireyu Lin (鱗⻯, Lin Hiriu) / Dragon Schrawood (帷, Cue Katavira) Voice: Gosuke Guwano (Japanese); Anthony Bowling (English) A boy whose quirk
scales (鱗, uroko) can form scales on his body for combat and other purposes. Kinoko Komori (斑 希症, Kinoko Gomori) / Shimaji (Shimeiji) Voice: Minase Inori (Japanese) Amanda Kishi (English) A girl who gives unusual mushrooms (Kikoko, Kinoko) the ability to make spores in cells, she can grow mushrooms on the surrounding surface. Tomakiri Toguru (鎌 尖) / Jack Mantis
(Jakku Mantis) Voice: Kishio Daisuke (Japanese) Jean-Luc Hester (English) Burke Shaver Sharp (刃鋭, Jienei) gives him the ability to produce large, sharp blades throughout his body. Pony Tsunatori (⾓, Tsunatori Pony) Voice: Kaede Hondo (Japanese) Sarah Widenheft An American girl effectively fires and controls horns at her head through the ⾓ (⾓); 蔭, Tokaji Setuna) /
Lizard (Rizadi, Lizadi) Voice: Hitomi Nabatame (Japanese); Dawn M. Bennett (English) That unusual lizard-tailed splitter (tkage no Shippokiri) is a girl she can split her body into several pieces and control telekinetics. cartoon fukidashi (漫我, fukidashi comics) / Comic man (Corksen, Gomikuman) Voice: Sunichi Toki (Japanese); Derek Stephen Prince (English) Quark Comic (Cork,
Gomiku) A student who can express another Onomatopoea in the form of a katakana. Rico Fajardo, Megan Shipman (young)[18] (English) Mirio is one of three top students in the United States; his previous Quirk transmission (過, Toka) was able to phase his body through solid things, including the ground itself; he temporarily lost his shortcomings during a Kai Chisaki raid
mission. ,[19] But return to action to join fellow students and pro heroes on the Supernatural Liberation Front. [20] Amajiki Tamaki (喰 環, Tamaki Amajiki) / Sun-seater (Yuto Oemura[17] (Japanese) Aaron Dismuke, Apia Yu (young)[18] Burke Manifest (再 present), one of the three top students in the U.S. Sagen) gives you the attributes and abilities of everything he eats; [21] Nejire
Hado (Hado Nejire) / Nejire-chan (Yasuno Kiyono[17] (Japanese) Lindsay Seidel (18] (English) One of america's top three students, who can cause spiraling shockwaves with her unusual surge (発 underdo). Hatsume Mei Voice: Azu Sakura (Japanese); Alexis Tipton (English) Mei is a student of the support course, who can zoom in on the field of view by up to 5 km; Hitoshi
Shintoshi (操, Hitoshi Shinso) voice: Hatano Wataru (Japanese) Jared Green (English) Hitoshi is a student of the general course and eventually enters the hero course. [22] His shortcoming is brainseiko (洗脳, Senno), which controls those who answer his questions. Professional Hero Top Heroes Enji Dodoroki (轟 炎, Dodoroki Enji) / Endeavour (Enteenchi, Endeva) Voice: Tetsu
Inada (Japanese); A hero with the devastating pyroclish abilities of Patrick Seitz (English) Shorto's father and three brother and brother Kirk Hell Flame (Heru Hureymu). In the past, he had strained relationships with children, but later tried to fix them after 1st place heroes. [23] Takami Keigo (鷹 啓悟, Takami Keigo) / Hawks (Yuichi Nakamura[24] (Japanese) And Geno Robinson
(English) Young professional hero, whose disadvantage is not only the fierce wings (翼, Goyoku), whose disadvantage is to give him a pair of red feathered wings to fly him, Manipulate feathers separated from a distance. He infiltrates the supernatural liberation battle as a double agent. Found to be a traitor, he is badly burned by Darby but is later rescued by Tokoyami. [25]
Tsunagu Hakata (袴維, Tsunagu Hakata) / Voice of best genist (Sstit, Genisto Vesto): Midorika and Hikaru [26] (Japanese); A hero with a Burke textile master (Pavamasta, Peiva Masutha) who can control the fibers of Mika Solusod clothing. He disappears for a while after disguising his death to help the Hawks gain the trust of the Villains Federation,[27] and later returns after the
Hawks' work as a dual agent is completed. [28] Shinya Kamihara (伸, Shinya Kamihara) / EdgeShot (EdgeShotto) Voice: Kamakari Kenta (Japanese) John Burgmeyer (English) Kirk Poldabody (Sisi) is a hero who can manipulate the thinness of his body. Rumi Usagiyama (兎 Rumi, Rumi Usayama) / Mirko (Urco) Voice: Noriko Namiki (Japanese); Anaris Quinones (English) a
young woman whose Kirk Bunny (兎, Rainy) features like a large rabbit-like ear with reinforced leg strength. She was badly injured by several nomus after the Jakku Hospital raid, including losing her arms and legs. [29] Shinji Nishiya (児, Shinji Nishiya) / Kamui Woods (Shinrin Kamui) Voice: Masamichi Kitada[30] (Japanese); Aaron Roberts (English) his quark aver (樹, Jumoku) is
a hero who gives him the ability to manipulate his tree-like limbs. Ryuko Tsutsuma (⻯, Ryukyu Tatsuma) / Ryukyu (Ryukyu, Ryukyu) voices: Kaori Yagika (Japanese) Caitlin Ba (English) Nejire Hado, Uraka Ochako, and Asutsuyu as interns. Her unusual dragon (Draline, Doragon) can help her transform into a European dragon. Kenta 俊典 Miyake (Anime), [1] Tesho Genda[1]
(Bomic) (Japanese) and Christopher Sabat[2] One eighth user for all are called symbols of peace (象徴, Hei and No Shosho). He was injured in the past for failing to fight the All Four One, so he eventually chose Izuku as his successor. In a rematch with All For One, all colossals have lost the ability to fully use the on-all. [31] Voice by Nez (Yasuhiro Takato): Yasuhiro (Japanese);
Jerry Jewell (English) principal of the United States and one of the few non-human animals to develop shortcomings. His disadvantages are high specs (High Supekku, High Supekku), which can have human abilities and extreme intelligence. Shota Aizawa (Aizawa Shota Isa) / Eraser Head (IAichid, Ireiza Headdo) Voice: Junichi Swabe[32] (Japanese); Alex Organ (Season 1),
Christopher Wekamp[33] (Season 2-Present) (English) Home Teacher in Class 1-A, that Kirk Clear (抹, Massho) can nullify someone else's shortcomings in his field of view until he blinks. Hizashi Yamada (Yamada Hizashi Yamada) / Gift Microphone (PureGento Maiku) Voice: Hiroyuki (Japanese); Sony Strait[2] (Season 1), Dave Throsco (Season 2-Present) (English) is an
English teacher at the school whose shortcomings voice (Is, Boysu) amplifies his voice. In the animation, the current microphone explains the character's shortcomings, sometimes breaking the fourth wall. Khan Sekijiro (管 ⾚慈, Gansekijiro) / Voice of Vlad King (Shuhei Mazda): Homeroom Teacher at Class 1-B, Shuhei Matsuda Ben Bryant (English). His disadvantage is blood
control (操, soketsu), which can regulate blood after leaving the body. 与 ( 与, Shuzenji Chiyo) / Recovery Girl (Rikavari Powder) Voice: Etsuko Kozakura (Japanese) Julie Erickson,[2] Lucy Christian (Season 2-Present) (English) That Kirk heals (復, Kaifuku) an elderly school nurse, so she can kiss them to heal the injuries of others. Gayama Nemuri (睡) / Middonaito (Middonaito)
Voice: Katanabe Akeno (Japanese) Elizabeth Maxwell [34] (English) Pro Hiroin and an American teacher, kirk somnamburist (眠, Nemurica) is able to produce a perfume that induces sleep in her body. Ken Isiyama (堅, Ken Ishyama) / Kenta Okuma (Japanese) Chris Lager (English) and his quark cement (sess, cemento) are professional heroes and teachers in the United States
where he can control concrete. 13 (号, Jusango) voices: Inuyama Inuyama Inuko (Japanese) Morgan Berry[2] a professional hero and U.A. teacher whose Burke Blackhall (chcr, Buraku Horu) summons a black hole with her finger that spins anything that sucks into dust. Etoplasm (Ektraz, Ekutopurazmu) Voice: Masakazu Nishida (Japanese) Mike McFarland (English) An American
professional hero and teacher, he can erupt into an extoplasm that can be transformed into his replica through a Kirk clone (⾝, a clone). Sniff (Sniff, Snaipu) Voice: Nara Toru (Japanese) David Wald (English) Pro Hero and U.A. Teacher whose hóning, Hofmingu can change the trajectory of his bullets. Wild Wild Cat Sino (送, Shiosaki Sino) / Mandalay (Mandalay, Mandari) Voice:
Meiko Awasaki (Japanese); Jill Harris[35] a member of the Pussycats, where the Quique Telepath (Terepas, Terepasu) can advise and direct multiple people at once through mental transmission. Shiretoko Tomoko床 Tomoko Shiretoko / Ragdoll Voice: Suganuma Chisa (Japanese) Tia Ballard(English) Former Burke Search (Saatchi) A member of the cat that can be observed and
monitored by up to 100 people at a time. Off-screen after her shortcomings were stolen by all-for-one, she remained part of the team and is now taking care of office duties. [36] Tsutora Yavala (Tea柔, Tatora Yavala) / Tiger (Tora) Voice: Shinosuke Ogami (Japanese) Marcus D. Stimac (English) The only male member of the cat. His Kirk Pliabody (軟体, Nantai) is able to stretch
and bend over. Ryuko Tsuchikawa / Pixie Rice (Okshikawa, Bobu) Voice: Serina Machyama (Japanese); Cherami Lee[37] is a member of the Cat Cat that has an unusual earth flow (匿, a vortex) that she can freely manipulate the earth. Other heroes Takeyama Yu (岳 優, Takeyama) / Lady San (San, Mount Reddy) Voice: Kazuka Kaori [30] (Japanese); Jamie Marchi 's new
heroine is the main character, and the unusual 巨 (巨, Kyodica) will make her grow big. Ladyshan was originally replaced by Oko Oko because Horikoshi Kohei was born a female protagonist, but doesn't know how to capitalize on her shortcomings in the story. [38] Compared to other Pro Heroes, she is much more colorful and less mature, but willing to take her work seriously
when needed. [39] Turin Sorahico (⾣彦, Turin Sorahico) / Gran Turin (Grantrint, Guran Turin) Voice: Kenichi Oatta (Japanese) Charles C. Campbell (English) His Quirk Jet (he, Jetto) can shoot air through his soles of his retirement hero. Sorahiko's character is based in Yoda. [40] Sakakata Kugo (逆俣悟, Sakakata Kugo) / Gangoka (Oruka) Voice: Shuhei Mazda (Japanese) Tyler
Walker (English) His unusual Orsinus (Shichi, Shachi) gives him the ability and shape of a killer whale that he can use in water or land as a professional hero. Mirai Sasaki (佐々 未, Shiseei Miraki) / Sir Naii (Nai, Sanaitoai) Voice: Miki Shiniciro [41] (Japanese); Brandon McKinnis (English) is a professional hero and former assistant to all the forces of his cons foresight (予⼦, yochi),
to see the future of him. The night child was fatally wounded by an overhaul during an airstrike on Hasekai in xie, and later died in hospital. [42] A professional hero who hired Toyomitsu Taishiro (豊⼦) / fat gum (Kazuyuki Okitz[41] (Japanese) Kyle Hebert (English) Tamaki Amajiki and Eijiro Kishima as internships. His unusual fat absorption (脂肪吸, Shibo Kuchaku) can absorb the
shocks of collisions. [43] Ken Takagi (鍵, Ken Takagi) / Rock Rock (Locklock, Loku Loku) Voice: Yasuhiro (Japanese) Gabe Kunda (English) Pro Hero, whose protagonist can lock any non-life items that can hold them in place錠 Masaki Mizushima (Shima樹, Masaki Mizusimma) / Manual (Masura, Manluaru) Voice: Kenta Okuma (Japanese) Edan Gallardo (English) His unsung
shortcomings are that he can control the water pro hero. Formerly known as the 敵連 Viran Rengo, Tomura defeats the Meta-Liberation Army, adds surviving members to his ranks, and then converts the league to the Supernatural 弔 Liberation Front. Voice of ,Shigara Tomura): Uchiyama Goki (44] (Japanese) Eric Bale[2] the main antagonist in the (English) series. Born Teenko
Shimura (Teenko弧 shimura) he is the grandson of Olmite's mentor Nana Shimura, who became a man's parent after accidentally murdering his family. Touch-based Quirk Decay (崩壊, Hokai) is able to destroy everything he's caught by hand, and it's revealed. [45] After Dr. Karaki's experimental treatment, Tomura is now wielding its original shortcomings. [46] All Four One
(Oruwan Oruwan) Voice: Akio Otsuka [47] (Japanese); John Swash[2] is one of the first disadvantage users of all Mitu's nemesis and one of his shortcomings, one (Oru Phowan) can steal him and award him a disadvantage. Gurogiri (霧, Lighting, Black Mist) Voice: Takahiro Hujiwara[48] (Japanese); Chuck Hoover[2] the custodian of Tomura and the second order of the league
wielding portal-based Kirk wharf gate (Wapu Gato). He was later revealed to be a labor made from the 朧's classmate, Syrakumo Ovoro. [49] Dr. 殻 球 Karaki Guddyi Voice: A scientist who created Inaba Minoru (Japanese) Mark Stodad (English) nomus and played all the roles for an individual doctor, possesses a longevity disadvantage that makes him look younger than he really
is. The character's name was previously Maruta Shiga, but it was changed following a backlash in relation to war crimes committed by Unit 731. [50] Voice of Yasuhiro Kamito (Yasuhiro Mamiya): Yasuhiro Mamiya (Japanese) Chris George (English) Kaiju-sized villains all possess one bodyguard, a secret weapon, and many shortcomings. Okuta Shopo (憶 影朧, Kaguero Okuta) /
Jiran (Y爛) Voice: Seiru Ogino (Japanese) Ben Phillips (English) His cons Mud (濁, Kondaku) a broker who works in the league of villains of his shortcomings Mud (濁, Kondaku) can make memories of someone of an ambiguous recent incident after making contact with his head. Dodoroki Toya (轟燈⽮, Dodoroki Toya) / 荼毘 Voice: Hiro Shimono (Japanese) Jason Librehit
(English) Endeavour's eldest son was cast as a villain by his father's refusal. [51] His unnamed disadvantage is that he can create and control blue fires. 我⾝, Himiko Toga Voice: Misato Fukuen (Japanese) Leah Clark (English) That Kirk Conversion (⾝, Henshin) can assume the shape of the blood she ingests for a girl. Jin Bugai river (倍, Bugai Rivera Jin) / Twice (Tis, Tuuisu)
Voice: Daiichi Endo[52] (Japanese); Newton Pittman (English) That quirk double (倍, Nivai) is a man he can make copies of everything he touches, including himself. He was fatally wounded by the Hawks during a war between heroes and villains. [53] Sako Atsuhiro (迫 圧紘, Sako Atsuhiro) / Mr. Compressor (Koranfs, Konfusu Misuta) Voice: Tsuguo Mogami[52] (Japanese) Kent
Williams (English) The shortcoming compression (Commanpress, Confures) is a villain who can compress anything from the old realm into a small marble without actually damaging it. He lost his left arm in his first encounter with the overhaul and was replaced by a cyber-netick. Souichi Iguchi (秀, Shuichi Iguchi) / Spinner (Suruna, Supina) (Japanese); Larry Brantley's villain, the
score Gecko (Yamori), looks and has a lizard-like ability. Kenji Hickey (健磁, Kenji Hikish) / Magne (Magone) Voice: Satoru Inoe [52] (Japanese); Jeremy Inman (English) A transgender woman who can magnetize others in the surrounding area by unusual magnetization (磁, yyoku). She is later killed by an overhaul. [54] Muscle (Masquera, Masukeura) Voice: Kusuke
Takaguchi[55] (Japanese); Jim Foronda (English) The villain, whose unusual muscle buildup (筋⾁増強, Kinnicu Jokio) can augment the muscle fibers beneath his skin. Yotsubashi Ryotsuba (Ryotsuba) / Lidestro (再, Destoro-Shai), a former member of the Meta Liberation Army, whose shortcomings stress (stress, storesu) translates stress and anger, granting him the ability to
increase strength and size: Hakabata Koku (Koku畑孔腔 Hakabata Koku) / Trumpet (Trattinth, Toranpeto) A leading member of the former Meta-Liberation Army 煽in he can increase his moral and physical standing in his voice. Toyasu 近属友保 (近属友保, Toyayasu Chikazu) / Skeptic (Spque, Skeptuticu) is a former leading member of the Meta-Defense Force, which has a
human-sized object through its hook fonerp (hito-atta), which can be transformed into the exact appearance of a person. Getten (典, Getten) a former Member of the Meta Liberation Army whose unnamed shortcomings are freely able to manipulate nearby ice. Other villains then acted on their own: Akaguro Zizome (⾚, Chizome Akaguro) / Stein (Sytin, Stein) Voice: Go Inoe [56]
(Japanese); Robert McCollum, 57, a former hero, became disillusioned with how many heroes had earned his reputation and became a serial killer targeting people he didn't think deserved to be heroes. [58] His disadvantage is bloodcurders (凝, Kyoketsu), who take their opponent's blood samples and paralyze them for long hours. Chisaki Kai (Sissaki Kai) / Overhaul (Obaur,
Obahor) Voice: Kenjiro Tsida [59] (Japanese); Kellen Gough[18] is the current leader of the City Hassaiyakuza gang and the consigned child of an unnamed former sergeant. As a leader in the city of Hashikki, he recruited people who had been abandoned to society and gathered followers. [60] His unusual overhaul (Obahoru) uses his arm to manipulate matter to break down or
absorb others. Danjuro Tobita (弾柔, Tobita Danjuro) / Gent Criminal (Kuriminaru, Kuriminaru) Voice: Koichi Yamadera (Japanese) John Gremillian [61] Danjuro is a villain who commits crimes to gain fame through video recordings of his criminal acts. [62] His unusual resilience (弾, ErrasustiCity) can bestow the properties of elasticity on everything he touches. Manami Ayba
(Japanese, Ayba Manami) / La Brava (La Baba, La Buraba) Voice: Yui Hori (Japanese); Megan Shipman[61] a loyal fan and admirer of Gentle, He is disgraced by filming his criminal acts and uploading them online. [63] Manami's unique love (La, Labu) empowers her to increase the power of her most loved ones by declaring her voice as another hero school, 夜嵐 Iaichi, Inasa
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